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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
"

Building the sales story for TiPJAR
through consumer opinion and attitudes
towards cashless tipping and service
charges and by understanding the detail
behind hospitality staff’s feelings to
tipping
"

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
HOSPITALITY CONSUMERS:
500 interviews
Online survey
Nationally representative sample of UK adults (+18)
HOSPITALITY STAFF:
250 interviews
Online survey
Respondents must currently work in hospitality (i.e. pubs, bars, restaurants
or cafes), covering the front of house, back of house and management
roles
Both surveys took place between 11th Feb – 20th Feb 2022

84%

60%

OF CONSUMERS ARE 'FOR'
TIPPING IN HOSPITALITY
12% ARE ‘AGAINST’ TIPPING, WITH THE REMAINING
29% NOT HAVING A STRONG OPINION EITHER WAY.
There is a trend towards tipping being favoured more by
those of a younger demographic, with Gen Z in particular
having 3 in 4 in favour of tipping. This could be led by a
larger proportion of these people either engaged in, or
knowing somebody working within hospitality roles or ‘gig
economy’ style work

21%

OF CONSUMERS ARE 'FOR' SERVICE
CHARGE BEING AUTOMATICALLY
ADDED IN HOSPITALITY
56% ARE ‘AGAINST’ SERVICE CHARGE BEING AUTOMATICALLY
ADDED TO THEIR BILL WITH THE REMAINING 23% NOT HAVING A
STRONG OPINION EITHER WAY.
As with tipping in general, we see a trend towards the younger
demographic favouring an ‘automatic’ service charge, compared to the
older generations. With only 1-in-10 55+ saying they are ‘for’ automatic
service charges.
There is clearly more resistance to, what is perceived as ‘forced’
tipping in the form of service charges compared to voluntary tipping.

STAFF ON THE FRONT LINE ARE HAVING A DIRECT IMPACT
ON THE MAJORITY OF REASONS THAT CUSTOMERS SAY
THEY WOULD PROMPT THEM TO LEAVE A TIP

43% of consumers say that knowing their tip goes directly to the staff would prompt them to leave one. This is significantly higher with 55+ yearolds (61%), compared to 18-34-year-olds (32%). Is the purpose and ‘sharing’ of service charges being communicated effectively enough in order
to remove the stigma and resistance to it from consumers?

KEY POINTS
60% of consumers are ‘for’ tipping in hospitality. There is a trend towards tipping being
favoured more by those of a younger demographic, with Gen Z, in particular, having 3
in 4 in favour of tipping.
56% are ‘against’ service charge being automatically added to their bill. There is clearly
more resistance to what is perceived as ‘forced’ tipping in the form of service charges
compared to voluntary tipping.
Staff on the frontline are having a direct impact on the majority of reasons that
customers say would prompt them to leave a tip.

2 IN 3

OF CONSUMERS DON'T
UNDERSTAND WHERE 'NONCASH' TIPS GO
JUST 1 IN 3 CONSUMERS CLAIM THAT THEY
UNDERSTAND WHERE ‘NON CASH’ (I.E. CREDIT/DEBIT
CARD TIPS AND SERVICE CHARGES) GO.
It appears that younger demographics have more of a grasp
(again maybe down to experience of working in these
environments recently) but those 35+, and especially 55+,
have little understanding of where they go. When we factor
in how important it is to these demographics that their tips
go directly to staff, it becomes clear that they need more
transparency from ‘non-cash’ tips/

87%

89%

44%

OF CONSUMERS CARE
WHERE THEIR
CREDIT/DEBIT CARD TIPS
OR SERVICE CHARGES
GO

OF CONSUMERS THINK
IT'S IMPORTANT THAT
CREDIT/DEBIT CARD TIPS
OR SERVICE CHARGES
ARE SHARED 'FAIRLY'

OF CONSUMERS THINK
THAT THE FULL AMOUNT
OF CREDIT/DEBIT CARD
TIPS OR SERVICE
CHARGES GO TO THE
STAFF

The vast majority of consumers care about where the credit/debit card tips or service charge that they leave go and they also believe it’s
important that these ‘non cash’ tips are shared amongst staff in a fair way. However, currently less than half of them (44%) think that the
full amount of these tips actually DO go to the staff.
We know that 52% of consumers say ‘friendly and welcoming staff’ is a reason why they would leave a tip, and a further 45% say that it’s
service from ‘one staff member particularly’ that prompts a tip. Finally, 43% say they would be prompted to leave a tip if they knew the full
amount was going to the staff. It’s clear, therefore, that in order to satisfy the consumer desire for fairness and clarity that they would
benefit from a system that allowed them to see clearly how and where the non-cash tips they were leaving are being distributed.

HOW SHOULD 'NON-CASH' TIPS BE SHARED?

There’s a fairly even split amongst consumers in terms of where they believe their non-cash tips go, with only 53% believing that they get shared
amongst staff working that day (or directly to the person who served them), whereas, 92% of them believe that this is the ‘fair’ way to share non-cash
tips, and just 6% of consumers feel that all staff, regardless of whether they were working that day, should get a share of non-cash tips.

KEY POINTS
2 in 3 consumers don’t understand where ‘non-cash’ tips go.
The vast majority of consumers care about where the credit/debit card tips or service
charges that they leave go and they also believe it’s important that these ‘non cash’
tips are shared amongst staff in a fair way. However, currently less than half of them
(44%) think that the full amount of these tips goes to the staff.
There’s a fairly even split amongst consumers in terms of where they believe their
non-cash tips go, with only 53% believing that they get shared amongst staff working
that day (or directly to the person who served them), whereas, 92% of them believe
that this is the ‘fair’ way to share non-cash tips

1 IN 2

WOULD BE MORE LIKELY TO
VISIT A VENUE IF THEY KNEW
'NON-CASH' TIPS WERE
BEING SHARED FAIRLY
This rises to as high as 63% for Gen Z and 60% for Millennial
customers.
However, 1 in 5 of all 18-34-year-olds say they would be less
likely to visit a venue that shared their tips fairly. What could be
driving the backlash from these customers?
Overall, though, it seems that if a venue could demonstrate that
they operated a ‘fair’ tip-sharing policy amongst its staff that it
can be a key driver of incremental footfall and subsequent
revenue to that business.

57%

OF CUSTOMERS WOULD BE
MORE LIKELY TO LEAVE A TIP
IF THEY KNEW THEY WERE
BEING SHARED FAIRLY.
Not only can a fair share drive footfall to the venue but it would
also encourage more customers to leave a tip when they do
visit.
We see similar levels across all age brackets, suggesting it’s a
universal impact, with nearly 6-in-10 customers overall claiming
they would be more likely to leave a tip.
Demonstrating a fair sharing policy, therefore, will not only drive
footfall and revenue to the venue but also put more money in
the pay packets of the hard-working staff at the forefront.

KEY POINTS
1 in 2 customers would be more likely to visit a venue if they knew ‘non-cash’ tips were
being shared fairly. This rises to as high as 63% for Gen Z and 60% for Millennial
customers
57% of customers would be more likely to leave a tip if they knew they were being
shared fairly. We see similar levels across all age brackets, suggesting it’s a universal
impact.
If a venue could demonstrate that they operated a ‘fair’ tip-sharing policy amongst its
staff that it can be a key driver of incremental footfall and subsequent revenue to that
business as well as putting more money in the pay packets of the hard-working staff at
the forefront.

84%

92%

OF STAFF FULLY UNDERSTAND
HOW THE CREDIT/DEBIT CARD
TIPS OR SERVICE CHARGES THEY
RECEIVE IN THEIR PAYSLIP GETS
CALCULATED

OF STAFF BELIEVE THERE NEEDS TO BE
MORE TRANSPARENCY IN THEIR
BUSINESS AS TO HOW CREDIT/DEBIT
CARD TIPS OR SERVICE CHARGES ARE
SHARED AMONGST EMPLOYEES

Although more than 8-in-10 of current hospitality staff claim they fully understand how non-cash tips are calculated in their payslip, almost
all of them believe there still needs to be greater transparency in terms of how they are shared amongst employees.
So it appears that they understand the amount they receive each month but perhaps are less clear as to the process by which their
business reached that amount.

84%

OF STAFF WORRY THEY ARE NOT
GETTING THEIR FAIR SHARE OF
CREDIT/DEBIT CARD TIPS OR
SERVICE CHARGES
42% are worried to a great extent, with a further 42% worried to
'some' extent. The biggest worries come from those staff at
FOH, however, across all types of staff, we see overall worry
levels roughly similar.
This suggests that ’non-cash’ tips are a hot topic for staff and
across all levels of the business, they would benefit from greater
transparency and a ‘fair share’ policy in order to put their minds
at rest. Ultimately this would improve their mental well-being
and their job satisfaction.

90%

OF STAFF BELIEVE A FAIR WAY TO SHARE
'NON-CASH' TIPS IS FOR THEM TO GO
DIRECTLY TO STAFF WORKING THAT DAY

As with consumers, the majority of staff believe that the fairest way to share ‘non-cash’ tips is for them to be either shared evenly between all staff
who were working in the venue when the tip was given or for it to go directly to the person(s) who served the specific customer who left the tip.

WHO SHOULD BE IN CHARGE OF
DECIDING WHAT IS FAIR?

FOH and BOH staff are in agreement in terms of whom they believe should be in charge of deciding what is a fair way to share ‘non-cash’ tips, with
the majority believing that themselves (the staff) should be in charge. The majority of management, maybe not surprisingly, believe they should be
solely in charge of this. It appears, however, that a combination that allows management to have control, but for staff to be involved in the process,
would be the optimal solution.

KEY POINTS
84% of staff worry they are not getting their fair share of credit/debit card tips and service charge.
Staff would benefit from greater transparency and a ‘fair share’ policy in order to put their minds at
rest, ultimately improving their mental well-being and their job satisfaction.
90% of staff believe a fair way to share ‘non-cash’ tips is for them to go directly to staff working that
day
A combination that allows management to have control, but for staff to be involved within the
process, would be the optimal solution for a ‘fair sharing’ of tips.

67%

OF STAFF SAY THEY HAVE
QUESTIONED TIPS ON THEIR
PAYSLIP BECAUSE THEY BELIEVED
THEY WEREN'T CORRECT
1-in-3 staff members who have questioned perceived errors, in
the number of tips they have received, say that nothing ever
happened as a result.
Consider how this makes them feel? It raises issues of trust and
promotes a feeling of being hard done by. Neither of which are
conducive to a positive work experience.

WHAT HAPPENED
AS A RESULT?

71%
29%

SAY IT WAS
CORRECT
SAY NOTHING
HAPPENED

66%

OF STAFF SAY THEY HAVE
KNOWINGLY HAD TIPS HELD BACK
OR HAD DEDUCTIONS TAKEN FROM
THEIR TIPS

WHERE THEY INFORMED OF
THE REASON?

26%
74%

YES
NO

Do customers think it’s ‘fair’ for a business to keep a percentage of non-cash tips back for any of the following reasons?

KEY POINTS
67% of staff say they have questioned tips on their payslip because they believed they weren’t correct. Of these, 29%
claimed that nothing happened despite them questioning it.
66% of staff say they have knowingly had tips held back or had deductions taken from their tips, with 74% of them
claiming that they were never told of the reason for this.
Consider how this makes them feel? It raises issues of trust and promotes a feeling of being hard done by. Neither of
which are conducive to a positive work experience.
3 in 4 customers don’t believe that the ‘non-cash’ tips they give should go towards anything other than remuneration
for staff.
•Both the staff receiving these tips and the customers giving them need greater transparency as to show where the
money goes and why.

86%

88%

OF STAFF SAY THE TIPS THEY
RECEIVE ARE IMPORTANT TO
THEIR OVERALL WORK
SATISFACTION

OF STAFF SAY THAT THE TIP
PROCESS/FAIRNESS INFLUENCES WHERE
THEY WORK AND HOW LONG THEY STAY
IN A ROLE FOR

Tips play a significant role in both the overall work satisfaction for hospitality staff and in influencing both WHERE they choose to work and
HOW LONG they remain in those roles.
Therefore, if a company could provide both a guarantee that tips were being shared fairly, whilst also demonstrating clearly, and
transparently, the process by which they calculate the sharing of all ‘non-cash’ tips. Then they would not only be better placed to attract
more staff, they would be able to increase their retention rates and also ensure that staff are more likely to enjoy their jobs and have happy
working environment.

TOP TAKEAWAYS
1. Consumers are ‘for’ tipping in hospitality in general, with a trend towards the younger demographics being more in favour of it. However, there is
less positivity towards service charges being automatically added to their bill with only 21% in favour of this. Where customers do agree, however,
is that it’s the role of the staff on the frontline (FOH, BOH) that is driving their likelihood to tip. The perception is, therefore, that the tip is the
reward for the staff whereas a service charge is a ‘reward’ for the business.
2. Customers care where their tip goes but, at the moment, don’t necessarily know where that is. There’s a fairly even split amongst consumers in
terms of where they believe their non-cash tips go, with only 53% believing that they get shared amongst staff working that day (or directly to the
person who served them). Whereas, 92% of them believe that this is the ‘fair’ way to share non-cash tips
3. If customers had greater transparency over where their tips went (and saw that they where shared fairly) then it would drive footfall to venues
(who operated this policy) and it would also encourage them to leave greater tips. This would benefit everyone all round – customers would feel
better about leaving a tip (and a service charge), staff would feel they are getting their fair share (from a bigger pot) and the business would benefit
from increased footfalls and revenues.
4. Staff would appreciate greater transparency in how credit/debit card tips or service charges are shared amongst employees in their business.
84% of them worry they are not getting their fair share. Staff believe they should go to staff working at the point the tip is given and they believe
they should have a greater say in how tips are shared. Management believe it is their responsibility. An ideal solution, therefore would be one in
which the management have control but where the staff have an input and also where they can see clearly (without having to go direct to
management) the tips that are coming in and where they are going – so there are no ‘surprises’ when it comes to their payslip at the end of the
month.
5. No surprises would be a good thing. As 2 in 3 staff have questionnaire tips in their payslips and had deductions from the payslips in the past. With
many claiming they had no reasons as to why this happened. Staff in hospitality should be entitled to greater clarity over how their pay is calculated
and for them to have greater foresight into how much pay (from tips) they are expected to receive each month. Allowing them to be able to plan
financially and to allow them greater peace of mind – ultimately creating a more pleasurable working experience and making roles in hospitality
more desirable.
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